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SUMMARY

Estimates of hepatitis C virus (HCV) clearance following acute infection range from 14 to 46%.

This wide range is likely to be due to the characteristics of the populations studied and analysis

methods. This paper examines how differing definitions of clearance parameters affect estimates

of viral clearance in a cohort of 85 injecting drug users with newly acquired HCV infection.

Kaplan–Meier estimates of time to HCV clearance were determined using varying definitions

of eligible cohort, viral clearance, date of infection and date of clearance. Based on which

combinations of definitions were used, the number of subjects eligible for analysis ranged from

27 to 75, clearance rate ranged from 14 to 68% and time to achieving 25% clearance ranged

from approximately 5 months to 14 months. Standardized definitions and methodologies are

required to enable valid comparisons of rates of clearance across newly acquired HCV infection

natural history studies.

INTRODUCTION

The natural history of hepatitis C virus (HCV) in-

fection is heterogeneous and incorporates a range

of prognostic determinants. The first determinant

of prognosis, whether a person with HCV clears in-

fection or progresses to chronic infection, is poorly

understood. Estimates of rates and predictors of

HCV clearance are crucial for newly infected indi-

viduals, their clinicians, and to determine population

estimates of disease burden.

Reviews of HCV natural history have reported

clearance ranges of 14–46% and more recently of

0–57% [1, 2]. The reported estimate of time to

clearance has ranged from 1 to 2 weeks up to 1–3

years [3–7]. Discrepancies in these estimates have been

attributed to a number of factors. First, the asymp-

tomatic nature of early infection means that detection

of acute infection is uncommon [1]. Second, there

are currently no diagnostic tests to differentiate be-

tween acute and chronic infection. Third, the majority

of HCV infections occur in marginalized populations,

such as injecting drug users (IDUs) who may be

difficult to recruit into studies and maintain in follow-

up [8, 9]. Last, the statistical methods and definitions

used to determine clearance estimates vary between

studies.

The impact of the first three factors on HCV clear-

ance estimates is difficult to quantify. However, the

extent to which differing methods affect clearance

estimates is quantifiable. In HIV/AIDS serocon-

verter cohorts, the effects of differing definitions

of estimated date of infection and other disease
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progression parameters have been shown to result in

bias in Kaplan–Meier estimates of time to event (in

HIV the event being AIDS or death) [10]. In this

paper, we present analyses from an IDU sero-

converter cohort, in which we examine the impact of

differing definitions of HCV infection and clearance

on estimated rates of clearance.

METHODS

Study population

Details of the methods and results from the Kirketon

Road Centre (KRC) HCV seroconverters cohort have

been published elsewhere [11]. In brief, KRC is a

government-funded primary health-care facility in

Kings Cross, Sydney which has been operating since

1987. A retrospective cohort study design was used

to identify all IDUs from the KRC clinic database

who had evidence of newly acquired HCV infection

and had attended KRC from January 1992 to May

2002. Newly acquired HCV infection was defined

on the basis of documented HCV antibody sero-

conversion (transition from HCV antibody negative

to HCV antibody positive) within a 2-year inter-

val. Those with a negative to indeterminate HCV

antibody result were included where a subsequent

positive HCV antibody was documented. Data about

HCV RNA were not used for case selection, however,

were needed for and used in analyses.

Statistical analysis

Non-parametric estimates of time from HCV in-

fection to HCV RNA plasma clearance were deter-

mined by Kaplan–Meier methods. Estimates were

calculated using combinations of definitions of the

parameters : cohort for inclusion (defined by sero-

conversion window, baseline viraemia and follow-

up data requirements), estimated date of infection,

clearance and estimated date of clearance (Table 1,

Fig. 1). The rationale for assessing aspects of these

parameters, described in Table 1, is as follows. The

definition of newly acquired infection has previously

been based on detection of HCV RNA, in acute

clinical and post-transfusion HCV studies, and on

seroconversion window, in sero-incident studies [7,

12, 13]. The exact time of infection is often unknown

and could range from the last negative HCV antibody

date to the first positive HCV RNA. In some studies

the mid-point of the seroconversion window has

been used as the estimated date of infection [13]. Viral

clearance could be defined on just a single negative

HCV RNA, however due to fluctuations in levels

of viraemia during HCV chronic infection, a more

conservative definition of clearance is to require

two consecutive negative HCV RNA results [7, 14].

The exact time of viral clearance cannot be known

but can be estimated at the earliest as the last positive

HCV RNA, at the latest as the first negative HCV

RNA, or as the mid-point of these dates.

Table 1. Matrix of definitions used for calculating HVC RNA clearance estimates

Cohort Estimated date of infection Estimated date of clearance*#

Seroconversion window f1 year 1. Mid-point of last negative antibody
and earliest of subsequent positive

antibody or positive
HCV RNA test

1. Date of last positive HCV RNA
after estimated date of infectionTime from last negative to first

positive HCV antibody

f2 years

Viraemic at baseline Yes or No 2. Mid-point last negative antibody
and first positive antibody

2. Mid-point from last positive HCV
RNA, where available, or

estimated date of infection to first
negative HCV RNA

HCV RNA positive within

1 year of estimated
date of infection

Yes

Number of HCV RNA results

following estimated
date of infection

o1* 3. Date of first negative HCV RNA

testo#

HCV RNA clearance will be defined either as :

* A single negative HCV RNA result following estimated date of infection.
# Two consecutive negative HCV RNA results following estimated date of infection (in this scenario the date of the first of
two consecutive negative HCV RNA results will be used to determine the estimated date of clearance).
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The impact of choice of parameter was assessed by

combining them in a number of analysis strategies

(Table 2). While it would be possible to combine

parameters into a vast array of strategies, here we

present strategies used in previous studies and those

that would be applicable to data generally collected

in IDU cohorts, and those that provide the widest

range of estimates of clearance. Strategy A, which

was used in the initial study of this cohort, will be

used as the reference strategy. All other strategies

are based on the definitions in strategy A but with

changes to particular parameters while holding

other parameters constant. Strategy A is defined as: a

cohort with a seroconversion window of f2 years ;

clearance defined as two consecutive negative HCV

RNA results ; estimated date of infection as the

mid-point from last negative HCV antibody to first

sign of infection (either HCV RNA or positive HCV

antibody) ; estimated date of clearance as the mid-

point from last positive HCV RNA (or estimated date

of infection if no previous positive HCV RNA result)

to first of two consecutive negative HCV RNA re-

sults. Strategy B restricted the cohort to those with

baseline viraemia (HCV RNA positive within 1 year

of the estimated date of infection). Strategy C exam-

ined the effect of narrowing the seroconversion

window to a maximum of 1 year. In strategy C clear-

ance was defined as a single negative HCV RNA.

The estimated date of clearance was the date of

the first negative HCV RNA in strategy D and the

date of the last positive HCV RNA in strategy E

Clearance was defined by a single negative HCVRNA

result in strategy F. The estimated date of infection

was the mid-point of the seroconversion window in

strategy G. In strategy H the cohort was restricted

to those viraemic at baseline and used the last positive

HCV RNA date as the date of clearance.

In all strategies subjects who did not clear HCV

RNA were censored at the date of the last HCV RNA

test. For each strategy in which clearance was de-

fined as two consecutive negative HCV RNA results,

the cohort for analysis was restricted to subjects

with at least two HCV RNA results following the

estimated date of infection. Similarly for clearance

defined by a single negative HCV RNA result, that

result had to be after the estimated date of infection.

RESULTS

A total of 99 IDUs were identified with evidence

of newly acquired infection from the KRC clinic

database. The median time from last negative

HCV antibody to first positive HCV antibody (sero-

conversion window) was 9.3 months (range 0.6–23.4

months). Eighty-five subjects had a HCV RNA result

following their last negative HCV antibody. For these

subjects there were a median of three (range 1–14)

HCV RNA results following their last negative HCV

antibody; with a median time between HCV RNA

results of 6 months (IQR 3–13 months).

The Kaplan–Meier plots for time to HCV RNA

clearance by strategy showed marked differences

(Fig. 2). The most rapid and greatest viral clearance

occurred when only one negative HCV RNA defined

clearance (strategy F). The slowest and lowest viral

clearance occurred when date of clearance was deter-

mined by date of last positive HCV RNA (strategy E),

viraemia at baseline (strategy B) or a combination

of these (strategy H). Time-to-clearance plots for

strategies A, C, D, G were similar regardless of: (i)

Antibody results Ab− Ab+

HCV  RNA results + + – –

Time

Infection 2

Infection 1

Clearance 2*

Clearance 3Clearance 1

Fig. 1. Example of how a subject’s antibody and HCV RNA test results would be used to determine estimated date of
infection and estimated date of clearance according to the matrix of definitions (Table 1). * Mid-point from clearance to
estimated date of infection (rather than last positive HCV RNA) will be used in there is no positive HCV RNA result.
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Table 2. Rates of clearance determined using different definitions of infection and clearance parameters

Strategy definitions*

Total

Estimated proportions

cleared at 1 and 2 years

Time

to 25%
clearance#
(months)

Seroconversion
window Clearance

Date of
infection

Date of
clearance

Viraemic at
baseline Clear n % 1 yr 95% CI 2 yr 95% CI

A 2 years 2 consecutive
xve HCV
RNAs

Mid-point last
negative Ab to
first positive HCV

Mid-point from
last +ve RNA
or date of
infection to

clearance

No 24 57 42 38 27–52 40 28–54 8

B Yes 8 33 24 23 12–42 26 14–46 —
C 1 year 17 42 40 34 22–51 37 24–54 10

D 1st xve HCV
RNA

24 57 42 23 14–37 42 29–56 14

E Last +ve HCV RNA

after date of infection

5 36 14 12 5–28 12 5–28 —

F 1 xve HCV
RNA

51 75 68 56 44–68 64 52–75 5

G Mid-point lastxve

HCV Ab and
1st +ve
HCV Ab

24 55 44 39 27–53 40 29–55 6

H Last +ve HCV
RNA prior to
clearance

Yes 4 27 15 16 3–36 16 6–36 —

xve, negative test result ; Ab, antibody; CI, confidence interval ; HCV, hepatitis C virus.

* All strategies defined as per strategy A with listed variation, see Methods section for details.
# Obtained by Kaplan–Meier analysis (see Fig. 2 for Kaplan–Meier plots).
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restricting the cohort to those with a seroconversion

window of 1 year (strategy C), rather than 2 years ; (ii)

estimating the date of clearance as the first date of

two consecutive negative HCV RNA results (strategy

D), rather than the mid-point between this date and

the last known/estimated positive date; (iii) basing

the estimated date of infection solely on antibody

results (strategy G), rather than also using positive

HCV RNA data.

The number of subjects in each analysis strategy

varied from 27 to 75 (Table 2) depending on the

combination of parameters used from the definition

matrix (Table 1). Sample size was small when clear-

ance was defined as having two consecutive negative

HCV RNA results and subjects were required to be

viraemic at baseline (strategy B, n=33) or clearance

time was defined by the last positive HCV RNA prior

to clearance (strategy E, n=36), and smallest when

all three parameter definitions were used (strategy

H, n=27). Sample size was greatest when clearance

only required one negative HCV RNA result, and

therefore only one HCV RNA test was required

subsequent to the estimated date of infection (strategy

F, n=75). Sample sizes for the other strategies (A, C,

D, G) were similar, ranging from 42 to 57.

Viral clearance estimates were lowest for viraemia-

related strategies B, E and H (14–24%) and highest

for strategy F (68%) (Table 2). Clearance estimates

at 1 year by strategy clustered into four groups: E and

H (12 and 16% respectively) ; B and D (both 23%);

A, C and G (34–39%); and F (56%). Clearance

estimates at 2 years also clustered into four dif-

ferent groups: E and H (12 and 16% respectively) ;

B (26%); A, C, D, G (37–42%); and F (65%).

Clearance levels >25% were observed for five strat-

egies (A, C, D, F, G). The time to reach a clearance

of 25% ranged from 5 to 14 months.

DISCUSSION

HCV clearance estimates varied from 14 to 68% and

time to 25% clearance varied from 5 to 14 months

depending on the definitions used for determining

date of infection and date of clearance. The clearance
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Number at riskStrategy*

* See Table 2 for strategy definitions.

Fig. 2. Kaplan–Meier plots of the effect of differing definitions (combined into strategies) on estimates of HCV RNA

clearance.
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rate was considerably higher with clearance defined

as a single negative HCV RNA result (68%) com-

pared to two negative HCV RNA results (42%).

Clearance estimates were lowest when the survival

algorithm included a requirement for viraemia either

at baseline, prior to clearance or both.

Narrowing the seroconversion window and differ-

ing definitions of estimated date of infection had

little impact on clearance estimates. Differing esti-

mates of seroconversion time have also been shown

to have little impact on analysis of progression in

HIV studies [15]. The definitions which most altered

estimates were whether clearance was defined as

two negative HCV RNA results (strategies A, C, D,

E, G) vs. one negative HCV RNA result (strategy F)

and whether the cohort was restricted to those who

were viraemic at baseline (strategies B, and H). In

choosing the strategy that best describes clearance

we first chose the strategies from the above three

groups which maximized sample size (strategies A

and D, F, B). Of these strategies strategy F which

requires only one negative HCV RNA was excluded

as the clearance rate from this strategy is likely to

be inflated. During chronic infection HCV RNA

has been known to temporarily dip below detectable

levels [14]. Moreover, this study used sera stored at

x20 xC. HCV RNA degradation is known to occur

if samples are stored at temperatures above x70 xC

[16]. Strategy B which requires viraemia at baseline

is excessively restrictive and would exclude subjects

with rapid clearance. Strategy D which estimates

date of clearance as the date of negative HCV RNA

is overly conservative and contradicts the usual

approach of time to event used for chronic diseases

[17]. We, therefore, recommend that strategy A be

used in determining clearance and that strategy B is

also presented as a sensitivity analysis.

Clearance estimates in longitudinal studies have

been reported in the range of 0–57% [1, 2]. These

studies are heterogeneous in terms of their study

populations and the majority are clinic-based acute

hepatitis C case-series using descriptive method-

ologies. Findings from sero-incident cohort studies

have been more consistent in their findings, reporting

clearance rates of between 14 and 20% [7, 13, 18].

However, the accuracy of these results is subject to

debate as sample sizes in these studies ranged from

5 to 34 with the number of subjects with viral clear-

ance ranging from 1 to 6. None of the studies used a

Kaplan–Meier methodology to estimate time to and

proportion of viral clearance

The sample size of this study, while large in

comparison to other studies, was insufficient to

obtain precise estimates under some of our strategies.

Strategies which required some evidence of viraemia,

B, E and H, had the lowest sample sizes and the

widest confidence intervals. However the clearance

rate in theses viraemic groups (14–24%) is similar to

the 14% reported in a Baltimore IUD viraemic sero-

incident study that required baseline viraemia [7].

Due to the retrospective nature of our study the

time-course of clearance may have been over-

estimated. All sera tested were collected in a clinical

context and thus the time period between samples

varied considerably and the date of infection had to

be estimated. These constraints may have lead to an

overestimation of time to clearance. Viral clearance

often occurs within 2–3 months after well documented

acute HCV infection [12]. This is shorter than the

6-month median time between samples in this study.

Shorter testing intervals would produce a tighter

estimate of time to clearance and would probably

reduce differences in estimates arising from differing

definitions.

Standardizing definitions of clearance parameters

is required to allow easier comparison between

studies of acute hepatitis and viral clearance. Our

analyses indicate that the analytical method employed

could vary estimated clearance rates from 14% to

68%, a range as wide as the range of clearance

estimates reported across studies [1, 2]. In view of

recent studies on treatment of acute HCV, consensus

on clearance estimates is also important [19]. The

efficacy of treatment can only be judged in view

of spontaneous clearance rates. The best estimates of

spontaneous clearance will come from appropriate

prospective studies.
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